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ABSTRACT

Surging inequality of income and wealth in many countries around the world is tied to

unprecedented increases of income and wealth at the top and these in turn are driven, at least in

part, by increases in executive compensation.  Wealth, inequality, and executive compensation

awaken justice concerns, and thus the questions arise: Where do ideas about just CEO

compensation come from?  Are they based on perceptions about actual CEO compensation?

This paper reports the results of a factorial survey experiment to analyze the links between

perceptions of actual CEO compensation and ideas of the just CEO compensation among MBA

students in Sweden and the United States.  The MBA students were randomly assigned to an

actual pay treatment or a just pay treatment, with each student assessing 40 fictitious CEOs richly

described in terms of personal and firm characteristics.  The paper provides estimates of three

main aspects of perceptions of reality and ideas of justice: (1) respondent-by-CEO matrices of

perceived-actual and just CEO pay; (2) respondent-specific perceived-actual and just CEO pay

equations, with respondent-specific estimated returns to CEO personal and firm characteristics;

and (3) respondent-specific perceived-actual and just CEO pay distributions, with respondent-

specific estimated parameters such as median and inequality.  In broad brush, we find greater

interrespondent variability for the just pay equations and distributions than for their perceived-

actual counterparts, consistent with classical reasonings, and similarities across the two research

locales, consistent with notions of an international global common culture.  However, there are

interesting departures from the main results, including similar interrespondent variability for the

perceived-actual and just estimates of the return to firm capitalization among U.S. men. 

Moreover, respondent gender matters for estimates of the just gender multiplier, with the median

of the respondent-specific estimates larger than one among Swedish women but less than .9

among both Swedish and U.S. men.  As well, there are hints of personal tension among the young

MBA students, as they view as just a peak CEO pay at 5-6 years younger than they perceive and,

further, see as just greater inequality in CEO pay than they perceive, perhaps expecting to

themselves be at the top end of the CEO compensation distribution.



1.  INTRODUCTION

Surging inequality of income and wealth in many countries around the world is tied to

unprecedented increases of income and wealth at the top and these in turn are driven, at least in

part, by increases in executive compensation (Atkinson and Piketty 2006; Piketty and Saez 2006;

Roine and Waldenström 2008, 2010).  Wealth, inequality, and executive compensation awaken

justice concerns (Bok 1993), and thus the questions arise: Where do ideas about just CEO

compensation come from?  Are they based on perceptions about actual CEO compensation?  And

are perceptions about actual CEO compensation congruent with actual CEO compensation? 

These questions are important to address, among both relevant actors and the general population,

because of the widespread view, at least since Rawls (1971), that in a well-ordered society (1)

everyone accepts a basic conception of justice and (2) social institutions satisfy this conception of

justice – and these two features are publicly known.

This paper reports studies of perceptions of actual CEO compensation and ideas of just

CEO compensation among students pursuing a Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree

in two universities, in  Sweden and the United States.  At each university, the MBA students were

randomly assigned to an actual pay treatment or a just pay treatment, with each student assessing

40 fictitious CEOs richly described in terms of personal and firm characteristics in an audit-style

factorial survey experiment.

MBA students present an interesting group to study.  They are knowledgeable about

compensation in general and executive compensation in particular.  And they are the future CEOs,

board members, investors, entrepreneurs, and compensation consultants.  Thus, their views about

actual and just CEO pay provide an important glimpse into the future societal conversation on

matters of compensation and inequality.  Moreover, both their perceptions of actual compensation

and their ideas of just compensation may reflect a tension between seeing CEOs as “others” and

as “future selves” – thus displaying further variability in the continuum between selfishness and

caring for others or, put differently, between the own good and the common good (Bolton and

Ockenfels 2000; Charness and Rabin 2002; Fehr and Schmidt 1999; Jasso 1989; Meltzer and
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Richard 1981; Romer 1975).

This paper addresses three main questions among the MBA students, separately for the

actual pay and just pay treatments and including contrasts across the two treatments:  First, what

are MBA students’ perceptions about actual CEO compensation and ideas about just CEO

compensation – including not only actual and just pay amounts but also actual and just returns to

personal and firm characteristics and actual and just level and dispersion in CEO pay?  Second, do

MBA students within a university have a common view about actual and just CEO pay, actual and

just returns, and actual and just level and dispersion?  Third, are these views of actual and just pay

similar across the two universities?

Accordingly, the paper provides estimates of three main aspects of perceptions of reality

and ideas of justice: (1) respondent-by-CEO matrices of perceived-actual and just CEO pay; (2)

respondent-specific perceived-actual and just CEO pay equations, with respondent-specific

estimated returns to CEO personal and firm characteristics; and (3) respondent-specific perceived-

actual and just CEO pay distributions, with respondent-specific estimated parameters such as

median and inequality.  In broad brush, we find that interrespondent variability is greater for the

just pay equations and distributions than for their perceived-actual counterparts, consistent with

classical notions about how reality is susceptible of definite knowledge but, as enshrined in the

Hatfield-Friedman Principle, “justice is in the eye of the beholder” (Friedman 1977; Walster,

Berscheid, and Walster 1973; Russell 1945).  We also find similarity across the two research

locales, consistent with notions of an international global common culture (Soysal and

Cebolla-Boado 2020).

More deeply, the paper lays the groundwork for future longitudinal study of a classical

question about how (perceived) reality and ideas of justice may affect each other.  Rival

conjectures posit that (perceived) reality drives ideas of justice, as suggested by Berger et al.

(1972), Homans (1967:67, 1974:250, 1976:244), and others, and that, conversely, ideas of justice

drive (perceived) reality, as suggested since the foundational reasonings of classical and medieval

thinkers (Anselm [1070-1109] 1946-1961, De Casu Diaboli, Chapter 14, De Concordia, Part III,
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Chapter 11; Duns Scotus [c. 1300-1308] 1986, De Peccato Luciferi); Aristotle 1952, Politics,

Book II, Chapter 7; Aquinas 2007, Commentary on Aristotle’s Politics, Book II, Chapter 9).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:  Section 2 summarizes the theoretical and

empirical background.  Section 3 describes the method, both the procedures for data collection

and for data analysis, enabling straightforward fielding of parallel studies in other countries. 

Section 4 presents the results.  A brief note concludes.

 

2.  PERCEPTIONS OF REALITY AND IDEAS OF JUSTICE

ABOUT CEO COMPENSATION:  THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL BACKGROUND

This work builds on and contributes to three research traditions, focused, respectively, on

perceptions of reality, ideas of justice, and CEO compensation.  At the most basic level,

perceptions of reality are rooted in the human drive to know the causes of things – to know what

Is -- and ideas of justice are rooted in the human drive to judge the goodness or badness of things

– to judge what Ought to be (Jasso 2006, 2020).  Thus, people act as “lay scientists,” generating

approximations to the way the world works, in a variety of domains, such as healthiness,

happiness, marital cohesion, and income.  Similarly, people act as “lay judges,” generating ideas of

goodness/badness and fairness/unfairness in a variety of domains.

The domains touched by Is and Ought questions do not necessarily intersect.  For

example, people acquire understandings about the effects on healthiness of diet, exercise,

smoking, and so on, but they do not necessarily judge the fairness of the effect of smoking on

health.  On the other hand, matters of wages, earnings, income, and wealth are prime targets for

both perceptions of their acquisition and judgments of their fairness/unfairness.  Accordingly, we

may distinguish between perceptions of actual returns to earnings-relevant characteristics – in the

eyes of both professional social scientists and lay scientists – and ideas of just returns to earnings-

relevant characteristics – again in the eyes of both professional judges (such as philosophers and

advocates) and lay judges.  And similarly with respect to inequality of wages, earnings, income,

and wealth.  Table 1 summarizes the Is and Ought traditions.
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– Table 1 about here --

These traditions converge on executive compensation and the MBA students whose

perceptions of actual CEO compensation and assessments of just CEO compensation we explore. 

Like others, MBA students act as “lay scientists” with understandings about the determinants of

actual CEO compensation (i.e., the actual returns to personal and firm characteristics) and about

the location and dispersion in the actual distribution of CEO compensation.  Also like others,

MBA students act as “lay judges” with ideas about determinants of just CEO compensation (i.e.,

the just returns to personal and firm compensation) and about the location and dispersion in the

just distribution of CEO compensation.  And, importantly, MBA students are future relevant

actors in the world of executive pay, who may not be immune to thoughts of seeking their own

advancement.

As will be seen, our strategy, using a factorial survey experiment, begins with a large set

of fictitious CEOs, described in terms of personal and firm characteristics, slated to take up the

helm at a corporation.  The MBA students at two locales (Sweden and the United States) were

randomly assigned to either a perception treatment or a justice treatment and then each student

provided the actual pay or just pay for the first year for each of 40 CEOs whose descriptions they

received.  Importantly, the data make it possible to estimate, for each locale, two parallel

respondent-by-CEO matrices, one of perceived-actual pay and the other of just pay – and thence

estimate two parallel sets of respondent-specific pay functions (the perceived-actual pay function

and the just pay function) and respondent-specific pay distributions (the perceived-actual pay

distribution and the just pay distribution).  We can thus assess variability across respondents and

locales as well as variability across perceptions of reality and ideas of fairness.

2.1.  Perceptions of Reality

The literature on perceptions of reality covers a wide array of conditions and

characteristics.  For example, Alesina, Miano, and Stantcheva (2019) ask respondents in six

countries to estimate the number, origin countries, religion, economic circumstances, transfers

received, and work ethic of immigrants in their country.  Similarly, Steele and Perkins (2019) ask
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respondents in New York City to estimate the relative size of the noncitizen population in their

neighborhoods.  The tradition of asking respondents to estimate features of objective situations

goes back at least to Campbell, Converse, and Rodgers (1976:242, 511, 521), who in 1971 asked

respondents about the racial composition of their neighborhood (whether “all white, mostly white,

about half and half, mostly black, all black”).1  The notion of perceptions of reality is also closely

related to the classic W. I. Thomas idea of "definition of the situation."2  These perceptions of

reality and definitions of the situation affect a wide range of preferences and behaviors, for

example, support for redistribution policies in the Alesina, Miano, and Stantcheva (2019) and

Steele and Perkins (2019) studies.

As people grow, so do their knowledge about facts (the tallest building in the world) and

their approximations to relations (the effect of diet on healthiness or of schooling on earnings) and

distributions (wealth inequality).  In general, Is questions are susceptible of definite knowledge,

though it may take centuries to achieve, and lay scientists, like professional scientists, may

converge on an image of reality – except in periods of scientific revolutions (Russell 1945; Kuhn

1The word “perception” is not exclusively used for perceptions of reality; it is also used for
evaluations and assessments.  Campbell, Converse, and Rodgers (1976) distinguished carefully
between objective attributes, perceived attributes, and evaluated attributes, recognizing that
perceptions are not always exact images of reality and recognizing as well that evaluations depend
on perceived attributes.  Yet in contemporary social science, the word “perception” is sometimes
used for evaluations and assessments, for example, referring to responses to such questions as
“[P]lease say what you think overall about the state of education in [country] nowadays” or
“[P]lease say what you think overall about the state of health services in [country] nowadays” –
both from the European Social Survey (2016) – as perceptions (Kogan and Shen 2019) or to
ideas of justice as “perceived justice” (Adams 1963; Fehr and Schmidt 1999; Jasso 1999; Walster,
Berscheid, and Walster 1973), a tradition that has only recently begun to wane (Jasso, Törnblom,
and Sabbagh 2016).  In this paper the word “perception” is restricted to perceptions of reality and
is devoid of evaluative content.  Put simply, the litmus test for using “perception” and “perceived”
in this paper is that “misperception” and “misperceived” be equally appropriate. 

2This idea, called the Thomas Theorem by Robert K. Merton (1942/1973, 1995), states,
"If men define situations as real, they are real in their consequences."  The Thomas Theorem,
owed to W. I. Thomas, first appeared in Thomas and Thomas (1928); Merton (1995) provides the
history of the theorem and its ascription.
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1962, 2012).3

2.2.  Ideas of Justice

People also form ideas about what is just – about just wages and just punishments and just

grades.  Ideas about what is just and judgments about the justice or injustice of actual things –

e.g., the just reward and the justice evaluation of justice theory, introduced below – pertain to

Ought questions and are not susceptible of definite knowledge, but only of speculation (Hegtvedt,

Johnson, and Watson 2016; Jasso, Törnblom, and Sabbagh 2016; Liebig and Sauer 2016; Russell

1945).  People form their own ideas and these may or may not converge on anyone else’s, though

at times they may coalesce into justice cultures (Jasso, Shelly, and Webster 2019) or indeed a

Rawlsian (1971) public conception of justice.

Justice research thus enshrines the Hatfield-Friedman Principle that “Justice is in the eye of

the beholder.”4  Accordingly, ideas of justice will exhibit interindividual variability, except in

periods when a justice culture emerges or societies with a Rawlsian (1971) public conception of

justice.  Even then, the agreement may be temporary.

Implicitly or explicitly, the various strands of justice research embed certain themes:  First,

justice is experienced not only about self but also about others, as in relative deprivation "on

behalf of others" (Runciman 1961:318) and "disinterested outrage" (Berger, Zelditch, Anderson,

and Cohen 1972:127).  Second, the referent or standard used in justice processes includes not

only a state or reward envisioned, desired, or thought just but also a person as in "comparison

3Scientific revolutions may occur at every scale, from corners of reality to large tapestries. 
The Nobel Prize-winning discovery (Nobel Foundation 2005) by Marshall (2005) and Warren
(2005) that ulcers are caused by a bacterium was initially met by utter disbelief and dismissed
because “[s]ince the early days of medical bacteriology . . . it was taught that bacteria do not grow
in the stomach” -- it was a “known fact” (Warren 2005:292) – and because it was “already
known” that ulcers were caused by “excessive amounts of acid secondary to personality, stress,
smoking, or an inherited tendency” (Marshall 2005:250-251).  Indeed, when Marshall and Warren
submitted their definitive paper to the Lancet in 1984, “the editors wanted to publish [it, but] they
were unable to find any reviewers who believed our findings” (Warren 2005:301-302).

4Hatfield (Walster, Berscheid, and Walster 1973:152) wrote, "Equity is in the eye of the
beholder," and Friedman (1977) wrote, "Fairness is strictly in the eye of the beholder."
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(1)

with someone much better-off" and "comparison with someone worse-off" (Runciman 1966:16). 

Third, links are made to inequality, as in the link between relative deprivation and the Gini

coefficient (Bossert and D’Ambrosio 2020, Yitzhaki 1979) and the link between justice and

Atkinson inequality (Cowell 2011; Jasso 1982).

Justice theory posits some key terms and key actors in justice processes.  The observer,

guided by justice principles, forms ideas of the just reward for the rewardee (who, as above, may

be self or other).  The just reward can be expressed as a function of rewardee personal and

situational characteristics:

where C denotes the just reward and X is a vector of rewardee characteristics, inclusive of

contextual features.  Observers may differ in the rewardee characteristics they notice and/or the

parameters of the just reward function; for example, observers may differ in whether they include

geographic region in the just reward function, and/or they may differ in the just rate of return to

schooling.  Following Brickman et al. (1981), these determinants of the just reward in the just

reward function are collectively called principles of microjustice.

Observers may also be guided by distributional considerations, and these considerations

are visible in the distribution formed by the set of just rewards.  Again following Brickman et al.

(1981), parameters of the just reward distribution, approximated by measures of location and

dispersion, are called principles of macrojustice.

Forming ideas of the just reward is not the only observer operation.  The observer also

judges the justice or injustice of actual rewards, forming a justice evaluation, which expresses the

observer’s assessment that a rewardee is fairly or unfairly rewarded and, if unfairly rewarded,

whether underrewarded or overrewarded and to what degree.  It is a commonplace – and much

expressed in private conversations, letters to the editor of newspapers and periodicals, radio talk

shows, and, now, web logs – that this or that athlete is overpaid and this or that actor or artist or

writer is underpaid, etc., and, further, that one athlete is more overpaid than another athlete or
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one musician more underpaid than another.  Moreover, these justice evaluations start early in

childhood, as noted by the late Justice Scalia of the U.S. Supreme Court (Scalia 1989:1178) and

visible in children’s books (Babbitt 2018:245; Zolotow 1976), punctuated by the refrain, “It’s not

fair!”

The justice literature represents the justice evaluation by the real numbers, with zero

representing the point of perfect justice, negative numbers representing underreward, and positive

numbers representing overreward.  Explicit definition of the continuous justice evaluation is

important because precise measures of magnitudes of experienced injustice are necessary in order

to understand responses to injustice, as Adams (1963:426) noted and Adams and Freedman

(1976:52-55) emphasized.5

 A basic relation, already known to the ancients (especially Epictetus and the Spanish

Romans, Marcus Aurelius and Seneca) and embedded in the foundational reasonings of Marx

([1849] 1968:84-85) and Durkheim ([1893] 1964; [1897] 1951) about well-being and of William

James ([1891] 1952:200) about self-esteem, provides the foundation for a general justice

evaluation function (JEF) in which, for the case of a good (such as income, for most people), the

justice evaluation increases with the actual reward and decreases with the just reward (Falk and

Knell 2004:418; Jasso 1990:380, 1999:138-139).6

The justice literature also provides a specific form for the justice evaluation function:

5The justice evaluation was long an implicit variable.  However, it gradually became
explicit, emerging first as a three-category variable (unjust underreward, perfect justice, and
unjust overreward) in Homans (1961:72-78), Adams (1963:425ff; 1965:282), Anderson et al.
(1969), Berger et al. (1972), and Austin and Walster (1975), next as a nine-category variable
(four degrees each of underreward and overreward, plus perfect justice) in Jasso and Rossi
(1977), finally as a continuous variable in Jasso (1978).

6Building on Johnson (1958), goods are things of which more is preferred to less, and bads
are things of which less is preferred to more.  These preferences are observer-specific.  For
example, research indicates that most people prefer more money to less, but there are famous
contrarians (such as St. Francis of Assisi and St. Teresa of Avila).
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where J denotes the justice evaluation, A denotes the actual reward, C denotes, as above, the just

reward, and è is the signature constant whose sign indicates whether the observer frames the

reward as a good or as a bad and whose absolute value denotes the observer’s expressiveness

(Jasso 1978, 1999).  When the actual reward equals the just reward, the justice evaluation is zero

(the point of perfect justice); when the actual reward exceeds the just reward, the justice

evaluation is positive (representing overreward), and when the actual reward is less than the just

reward, the outcome is negative (representing underreward).7

The justice evaluation function has useful properties.  Recent summaries list nine (e.g.,

Jasso 2015:442-443).  These include unification of the two main rival conceptions -- (1) the ratio

favored by Homans (1961; 1974:248-249), Adams (1963, 1965), and Walster et al. (1973) and

(2) the difference favored by Berger et al. (1972) and widely used in the relative deprivation

literature, such as Bossert and D’Ambrosio (2020) -- accomplished via the property of logarithms

that the logarithm of a ratio equals the difference between two logarithms; scale invariance;

additivity, a symmetry property; an intriguing link to the Golden Number of mathematics; and the

property that deficiency is felt more keenly than comparable excess, now more commonly called

loss aversion.

Justice theory also proposes a wide variety of consequences of the justice evaluation, for

virtually every domain of individual and social experience, including many testable predictions

deduced from the justice evaluation function.  Figure 1 provides visual illustration of the world of

distributive justice.  As shown, the justice evaluation is the bridge between the just reward and the

(2)

7Two ways in which the general form and the specific form differ are:  First, the general
form cannot yield a number for the justice evaluation (except in the case when the actual reward
equals the just reward).  Second, while the general form embeds only first derivatives (describing
the direction of the effects of A and C on J, the specific form embeds as well second derivatives
(describing the rate of change of the effects of A and C on J).  The specific form thus embeds loss
aversion.
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(3)

consequences of injustice, and thus between the two great literatures on the just reward and the

justice consequences.  The justice consequences include a large number of testable predictions

deduced from the JEF – for example, that parents of nontwin children will spend more of their toy

budget at an annual giftgiving occasion than at the children’s birthdays and, if such annual

giftgiving occasions do not exist, Platonic guardians will invent them; that veterans of wars fought

on home soil are less vulnerable to posttraumatic stress then veterans of wars fought away from

home; and that a thief’s gain from theft is greater when stealing from a fellow group member than

from an outsider and this premium is larger in poor groups than in rich groups.

– Figure 1 about here –

Justice theory also suggests that, using the evocative words of Rayo and Becker (2007),

justice is a carrier of happiness, so that, in the case of justice for self, the justice process portrayed

in Figure 1 ends in a magnitude of happiness.  Thus, the world of distributive justice is squarely in

the spirit of Campbell, Converse, and Rodgers (1976), and Figure 1 exemplifies the process in

Figure 1-1 of Campbell, Converse, and Rodgers (1976:13), which for the reader’s convenience is

reproduced as Appendix Figure A.1.

Unexpectedly, the justice evaluation function also becomes a valuable ally in empirical

approximation of the just reward.  Look again at equation (2).  By algebraic manipulation, the

justice evaluation function yields a new expression for the just reward C:

This expression paves the way for empirical designs with useful properties.  Suppose that,

as in justice treatment in this paper, the objective is to measure the observer’s idea of the just

reward for a given rewardee.  It has been thought for a long time that asking questions directly

about the just reward may yield measures with a range of response biases, such as desirability

bias, etc.  But what if, instead of asking directly what is the just pay for this rewardee, the design

instead attaches a hypothetical actual reward.  Then it is possible to ask the respondent for the

justice evaluation, rather than the just pay, and using equation (3), plus some safeguards described
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below, obtain indirectly an estimate of the just reward that is free or almost free of response bias,

uncontaminated by socialization, rhetorical, political-correctness, or other disclosure mechanisms.

2.3.  Two Brief Remarks

Rewards and Rewardees.  This paper focuses on rewardees that are persons and rewards

that are characteristics of persons – namely, CEOs and their pay.  However, both the theoretical

and empirical framework can be used to study rewardees that are social units (such as countries)

and their characteristics (such as natural resources and income inequality).  Thus, future studies

might directly explore, for example, perceptions about actual income inequality and ideas about

just income inequality across a set of countries.

Reward Function and Reward Distribution.  In this paper there is an intimate link between

“who gets what and why” (the actual reward function and its parameters) and the distributional

form of the actual reward (the actual reward distribution and its parameters) and, in parallel,

between “who ought to get what and why” (the just reward function and its parameters) and the

distributional form of the just reward (the just reward distribution and its parameters).  Both pay

function and pay distribution are estimated from information respondents provide about the pay of

individuals.  But the real world can be more elaborate and more nuanced.  For example, observers

may begin by choosing the amount of inequality, next deciding whether to allocate particular

individuals to particular pay amounts randomly or instead by noticing their characteristics, finally

preserving exactly the desired outcome distribution by noticing only the individuals’ relative ranks

on a single (or composite) characteristic and thus impervious to differences or changes in the

magnitudes of individuals’ characteristics (Jasso 1983).  Put differently, the pay function is always

attentive to the pay of persons with proper names; in contrast, the pay distribution may be either a

proper-name distribution (as in the French repartition discussed by Chipman and Moore

1980:402) or an anonymous distribution.  This distinction comes up below when we test for

equality of distributions.

2.4.  CEO Compensation and MBA Students

CEO compensation captures the imagination, and captures the imagination of MBA
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students.  For the actual pay of real-life CEOs it is nowadays easy enough to consult the internet. 

But what may be lacking is sufficient information about the wide range of real-life CEOs to

approximate the ceteris paribus returns to personal and firm characteristics.  As for just pay, MBA

students have a stake, for their number includes not only future CEOs but also the board members

and stockholders and compensation consultants who will shape CEO compensation.

Several themes are discernible in public discussion of CEO compensation.  First, the levels

of CEO compensation are viewed as high; for example, the median CEO compensation in 2001

was $7.1 million, and the distribution is highly positively skewed (Söderström et al. 2003). 

Second, compensation differentials – say, between a nurse and a CEO – appear to many to be

disproportionate.  Third, CEO compensation increased dramatically in the last two decades of the

twentieth century – for example, in the United States averaging 9% per year in the period

1980–1998 and outpacing not only compensation increases for rank and file workers but also the

pay growth of 3.7% per year among the wealthiest Americans (Hall and Liebman 1998; Piketty

and Saez 2006).  Fourth, CEOs appear to have lost the trust of the general population; the

prevailing image is that of a CEO negotiating large compensation packages while fraudulently and

criminally misrepresenting corporate performance for personal gain (Meyer 2003).  Fifth, the

system of corporate governance, in particular the set of checks and balances, has become a focus

of criticism.8

For both specificity and verisimilitude, the descriptions of the fictitious CEOs in both the

perception treatment and the justice treatment include characteristics of CEOs and of their firms

which figure in both the actual compensation literature and in justice discussions, such

8Plato (1952, Laws V) posited a link between the ratio of the maximum wealth to the
minimum wealth and the health of a society, with the Athenian Stranger saying that ratio should
not exceed four.  In recent history, Ben Cohen and Jerry Greenfield, the icecream makers who
founded Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream in 1978, began the company with a ratio of maximum to
minimum salary of 5.  The CEO earned $81,000, and the lowest-paid worker earned $16,200. 
Subsequently, the ratio was raised to 7.  But when Ben Cohen stepped down in 1994, the policy
had to be scrapped, as they were unable to find a CEO willing to work for so little (Marchese
2020).
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characteristics as the age, gender, schooling, and experience of the CEO and the size and location

of the firm (Adams, Gupta, Haughton, and Leeth 2007; Baker and Hall 2004; Boxman et al. 1991;

Conyon and Murphy 2000; Meyersson 1994; Murphy 1999; O’Reilly and O’Neill 2003; O’Neill

and O’Reilly 2010; Rosen 1992).  In the experiment, we focus on CEOs newly hired as a CEO at

a particular firm, and the focal pay refers to the actual or just pay in the first year.9

3.  METHOD: FACTORIAL SURVEY ANALYSIS ON PERCEPTIONS OF REALITY 

AND IDEAS OF JUSTICE ABOUT CEO COMPENSATION

To explore MBA students’ perceptions of the actual compensation for CEOs and their

ideas of the just compensation for CEOs – and to estimate the perceived-actual and just pay

functions and the perceived-actual and just pay distributions – we use the factorial survey

experimental design pioneered by Peter H. Rossi and developed with associates (Rossi 1979;

Rossi and Anderson 1982; Rossi and Nock 1982; Rossi et al. 1974; Berk and Rossi 1977; Jasso

and Rossi 1977), a method which has been further developed by researchers around the world

(Auspurg and Hinz 2015; Jasso 2006; Wallander 2009) and used to analyze the effects of multiple

inputs on a wide range of outcomes, such as preferences for racial integration, desirability of child

care, consumer trust in firms, just earnings, just punishments, desirability of immigrants, and so on

(Emerson, Yancey, and Chai 2001; Jasso 1988; Martin 2018; Rossi and Berk 1997; Shlay et al.

2005).

Briefly, MBA students in two locales were randomly assigned to one of two experimental

treatments – the perceptions of actual pay treatment and the ideas of just pay treatment.  Each

respondent was presented a set of 40 fictitious CEOs, described in terms of personal and firm

characteristics and slated to take the helm at a corporation.  In the perceptions of actual pay

treatment, respondents were asked to provide what they think is each CEO’s pay for the first

9Because the target CEOs in this study are newly hired as a CEO, we do not explicitly
examine performance pay sensitivity, as is typical in the research literature (e.g., Murphy 1999).
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year.  In the ideas of just pay treatment, the 40 fictitious CEOs were each randomly assigned a

hypothetical pay for the first year and respondents were asked to rate the fairness or unfairness of

that amount, providing a justice evaluation from which the implied just pay is approximated (as

described in Section 3.2 below, building on equation (3) in Section 2.2 above).  These perceived-

actual pay amounts and just pay amounts enable estimation of the perceived-actual and just pay

functions – with the perceived-actual and just returns to personal and firm characteristics – and

the perceived-actual and just pay distributions – with the perceived-actual and just parameters,

such as the median and inequality.

3.1.  Data Collection in the Factorial Survey Analysis of CEO Compensation

The design of the data collection has three main ingredients: a sample of respondents, a

population of fictitious CEOs (the “vignettes”) from which random samples are drawn and

randomly assigned to respondents, and a rating task.  The fictitious CEOs are the same in both the

perception and the justice treatments except that in the justice treatment the CEOs are further

described by a hypothetical randomly attached compensation amount.  The rating tasks are of

course different for the two treatments, as will be seen below.

3.1.1.  Vignette Samples

Vignette Characteristics.  The vignettes include CEO and firm characteristics, plus, in

the justice treatment, a hypothetical amount of total direct compensation randomly proposed for

the CEO’s first year as CEO of this firm.  Total direct compensation consists of base salary,

bonus, restricted stock and long-term incentives -- everything except stock option grants.  MBA

students would be familiar with these components of executive compensation.

Levels/values of vignette characteristics.  Table 2 presents the vignette characteristics,

together with their levels and values, with the personal and firm characteristics in Panel A and the

hypothetical compensation amount for the justice treatment in Panel B.  As shown, age varies

from 20 years to 70 years, schooling from completion of sixth grade to a doctoral degree,

experience as a CEO from none to 15 years, and, in the justice treatment, CEO compensation

from fifty thousand to sixty million dollars.  Of course, the real world is sufficiently diverse that
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most of the values in the vignettes have real-world counterparts.  For example, in 2004, excluding

those CEOs who at their request received total compensation of one dollar, CEO compensation in

the top 500 U.S. companies ranged from $ 82,000 to $ 230,554,000 (www.forbes.com).

– Table 2 about here –

Firm capitalization varies from $50 million to $600 billion.  Firm headquarters is specified

as being in one of three locations -- Asia, Europe, and the United States.  The vignettes describe

the CEO’s firm as being in one of four major industries – manufacturing, finance and insurance,

information, and wholesale trade.

Population of vignettes and drawing vignette samples.  To obtain the random samples

of vignettes to present to respondents, we followed these procedures:  First, we fully crossed all

characteristics except sex.  Second, we deleted logically impossible combinations, following the

specifications given in the note to Table 2; for example, age and experience as a CEO could not

yield a CEO who became a CEO before age 16.  Third, we drew two random samples, each of

size 20 (called prep-decks 1 and 2).  Fourth, each of the two random samples was used to

generate two mirror-image samples with respect to sex, one describing men, the other women

(e.g., prep-deck 1 gives rise to two decks, the all-female deck 1a and the all-male deck 1b).  Fifth,

two superdecks of size 40 were constructed by taking the male version of one sample and the

female version of the other sample, and vice-versa (deck 1a and deck 2b form one superdeck,

called Deck 1, and deck 1b and deck 2a form a second superdeck, called Deck 2).  Those two

Decks pertain to the justice treatment.  Finally, to prepare the parallel Decks for the perception

treatment, the proposed CEO pay for the first year was deleted.  Within each of the two

treatments, the two Decks were randomly presented to respondents.10

Thus, each respondent received a pack with 40 vignettes.  Though the 20 male and 20

10In the perception treatment, the number of possible vignettes before deleting logically
impossible combinations (Cartesian product) is (11 × 15 × 16 × 3 × 4 × 27 =) 855,360.  In the
justice treatment, the number of possible vignettes is (11 × 15 × 16 × 3 × 4 × 27 × 27 =)
23,094,720.
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female CEOs in each respondent’s pack are not mirror images of each other, across all

respondents the male and female CEOs are indeed mirror images of each other.  Moreover, the

fictitious CEOs were the same across the perception and justice treatments.

3.1.2.  Rating Tasks

In the perception treatment, the respondent was asked to provide for each of the 40

fictitious CEOs “the dollar amount which best represents what you think is that CEO’s total

compensation for the first year.”  Appendix Table A.1 presents the rating task and a sample

vignette for the perception treatment.

In the justice treatment, the fictitious CEOs were each randomly assigned a hypothetical

salary, and the respondent was asked for each of the 40 fictitious CEOs “what you think about

whether each CEO is fairly or unfairly paid, and, if you think that a CEO is unfairly paid, whether

you think the CEO is paid too much or too little.”  Respondents were asked to use numbers to

represent the judgment, with zero representing perfect justice, negative numbers representing

unjust underpayment, and positive numbers representing unjust overpayment, and such that mild

degrees of under- or overreward are represented by numbers relatively close to zero and larger

degrees of under- or overreward are represented by numbers farther away from zero.  The rating

provided by the respondent for each CEO is thus the justice evaluation described above (Section

2.2) and produced by a comparison of the hypothetical pay included in the vignette with the

respondent’s own idea of the just pay for the particular CEO.  The number-matching technique,

developed by S. S. Stevens (1975), gives respondents maximal freedom to map the subjective

justice evaluation onto numbers.  Appendix Table A.2 presents the rating task and a sample

vignette for the justice treatment.

The usual protocols for factorial survey experiments in a classroom administration were

followed (Jasso 2006).  The instructions were read aloud, examples provided, questions

answered.  To preserve independence of the responses, the rating tasks state that respondents may

assess the vignettes in any order and may change any of their responses.  In the justice treatment,

the rating task instructions highlight the randomness of the attached hypothetical actual pay and,
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(4)

to ensure that the full real-number line is activated in the respondent’s head, make explicit

mention of fractions and decimals.11

3.1.3.  Respondent Samples

We selected two samples of MBA students, each from an institution in Sweden and the

United States.  The two institutions have similar curriculums, and the courses have similar

content.  Both institutions have a diverse student body drawing from a range of domestic

ethnicities and origin countries.  The proportion women is low to moderate, approximately 14%

in Sweden and 26% in the United States.  In the two institutions, we conducted the survey in the

largest core course.

3.2.  Estimating the Just CEO Compensation

As discussed in Section 2.2, to estimate the amount of compensation that each respondent

regards as just for each fictitious CEO, we use an indirect approach called the one-reward-per-

rewardee indirect design.  Look again at equation (3).  It is evident that the just pay can be

calculated from an expression consisting of the actual reward, the justice evaluation, and the

signature constant theta.  The actual reward is attached to the vignettes as part of the design and

the justice evaluation is obtained from the respondent.  What remains is to estimate theta.

Now look at equation (2).  Rewriting it as an empirical model, we obtain:

The just reward C is unobserved, and thus there are two possible estimation strategies.  In the

first, used in the original analysis of the Swedish and U.S. data (Jasso and Meyersson Milgrom

2008) and now called Protocol A (Jasso 2015:465-470), equation (4) is transformed into an

11Stevens (1975:30) believed that people who had used money all their lives, memorized
the multiplication tables, etc., would easily grasp the number matching task.  Indeed, in the early
days of factorial surveys, when the rating task did not explicitly mention decimals and fractions,
respondents sometimes asked if they could use them, indicating the real-number line in their heads
was already activated (see, for example, Jasso 1988:923).
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(5)

(6)

equation in which J is regressed on the log of the actual reward, yielding an estimate of theta:

Because the just reward C is unobserved and there is danger of omitted-variable bias – as would

arise, for example, if a respondent, looking at a high actual reward, muses that this worker must

have some high productivity-relevant characteristic12 – it is critically important to avoid a

correlation between the included actual reward and the omitted just reward.  There are two main

safeguards to reduce or eliminate correlation between ln(A) and ln(C): (1) keep the correlation

between the actual reward A and the vector of personal and firm characteristics in the vignette

population as close to zero as possible; and (2) in the rating task, emphasize that A is hypothetical

and randomly attached to the fictitious CEO.  As discussed above and seen in Table 2, in the

vignette population the only possible correlation involving A pertains to the restriction that the

ratio of firm capitalization to the hypothetical compensation amount be less than 10.  However, in

the vignette samples actually seen by respondents, the correlations involving A depart from zero. 

As for the second safeguard, Appendix Table A.2 shows that the rating task states explicitly,

“Each CEO has been randomly assigned a hypothetical total compensation for the first year.”

The second strategy, now called Protocol B (Jasso 2015:465-470), but which actually

predates Protocol A (Jasso and Rossi 1977; Jasso 1978), is to use the “plug-in solution to the

omitted-variables problem” (Wooldridge 2006:311), replacing the unobserved just reward C by its

determinants.  This approach addresses the lingering problem with Protocol A, namely the

nonzero correlations involving the hypothetical actual reward, which may not always be overcome

by asking respondents to treat the actual reward as hypothetical and randomly attached to the

fictitious CEO.  Accordingly, writing the equation for ln(C),

12As Heiserman and Simpson (2017:243) put it with respect to a different context, “The
rewards people receive are often taken as indirect evidence of their merit.”
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(7)

(8)

and plugging its determinants into equation (4), we obtain

and thence

Equations (7) and (8) show that the X vector portion of C is controlled, increasing confidence

that any correlation between ln(A) and ln(C) is reduced or eliminated.

In this paper, we follow Protocol B, using equation (8) for estimating the respondent-

specific theta and thence calculating via equation (3) each respondent’s implicit just pay amounts

for the 40 fictitious CEOs.  Under the assumption that, within respondent, the errors are

independently distributed with zero mean and constant variance across the 40 ratings, the slope

theta in (8) provides an unbiased and consistent estimate of the signature constant theta.  The

estimated just pay obtained using equation (3) is a nonlinear transformation of the estimated theta

from (8), and thus loses unbiasedness; however, by Slutsky’s theorem it retains consistency.

3.3.  Estimating the Perceived-Actual and Just Reward Functions

and the Perceived-Actual and Just Reward Distributions

To estimate the respondent-specific perceived-actual and just reward functions, we

regress, separately for each respondent, the natural logarithm of perceived-actual and just CEO

compensation (estimated via formula (3), as shown above) on the CEO and firm characteristics. 

In the justice case, the obtained estimates, or transformations thereof, constitute estimates of the

respondent-specific principles of microjustice.13

To illustrate, the coefficient of schooling provides an estimate of the perceived-actual

13An alternate procedure, obtained via algebraic manipulation of equations (6) and (8),
yields identical point estimates of the determinants of the CEO and firm characteristics in the
log(just pay) equation.  For each desired slope in (6), divide the estimated slope in (8) by the

negative of the estimated theta:  (Jasso 1978:1411-1412, 2015:466). 
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(just) earnings return to investment in an additional year of schooling.  Age and experience are

each represented by a quadratic form (i.e., by two regressors, such as age and age-squared), so

that the perceived-actual (just) return to age or to experience is estimated by the two coefficients

jointly.  The exponential of the coefficient of the binary sex variable, measures the gender

multiplier; women are coded “1" and thus the multiplier is applied to female pay, so that

subtracting one yields the tax (if negative) or bonus (if positive) on women's pay, relative to the

pay of comparable men, in percentage points, holding constant other CEO and firm

characteristics.  The gender multiplier has a natural interpretation as the ratio of female to male

pay.  Thus, a gender multiplier of .9 in a perceived-actual pay equation would indicate the

respondent’s perception that, other things being equal, the actual CEO pay for a woman is 90%

that for a man; and a gender multiplier of .9 in a just pay equation would indicate the respondent’s

view that, other things being equal, the just CEO pay for a woman is 90% that for a man.

To assess homogeneity of the respondent-specific reward equations, we estimate three

classical models (Johnston and DiNardo 1997:129-130), and perform three tests contrasting them. 

 Model 1 specifies a pooled equation in which all respondents have the same intercept and the

same slopes.  Model 2 retains common slopes but allows each respondent to have a unique

intercept; this model is also known as a fixed-effects or dummy-variable model.  Finally, Model 3

is fully unrestricted, specifying that respondents have both different intercepts and different slopes. 

The three tests contrast, respectively, Model 1 and Model 2, Model 2 and Model 3, and Model 1

and Model 3.  The test between Model 1 and Model 3 is called the Chow test, after Chow (1960)

who introduced it.

The three Models are estimated via both ordinary least squares (OLS) and generalized

least squares (GLS).  The OLS estimates provide estimates of R-squared, which in the factorial

survey literature is interpreted as a measure of the respondent’s certitude (Rossi and Anderson

(1982:53, 56; Jasso 2006:336-339, 416); and the GLS estimates enable testing for homogeneity

under unequal variances across respondents and as well applying a finite-sample correction.

The observer-specific perceived-actual and just rewards form the perceived-actual and just
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reward distributions.  To estimate the level and dispersion in these distributions, we calculate, for

each respondent-specific distribution, the median and two measures of inequality, the Atkinson

measure defined as one minus the ratio of the geometric mean to the arithmetic mean and the Gini

coefficient.  They are well known and their properties well understood.  Moreover, both sit on the

unit interval, which makes them easy to interpret.  As well, the Atkinson measure is known to be

an exact transformation of the Theil mean logarithmic deviation (MLD) and to have close links to

the sense of justice (Cowell 2011:186; Jasso 1982, 1999).14

To assess whether the pay distributions differ across respondents, we first examine the

respondent-specific estimates of the median and the two measures of inequality and next carry out

a formal test for equality of distributions, the Kruskal-Wallis test developed by Kruskal and Wallis

(1952, 1953), which tests whether the estimated respondent-specific distributions are drawn from

the same underlying distribution.

For visualization of results we rely on the quantile function, whose graph shows the

magnitude of a respondent-specific element (such as the return to schooling or the gender

multiplier or the Gini coefficient) associated with the element’s relative rank and has useful

properties.  Placement of the graph on a grid obviously indicates the magnitude of the estimate for

each respondent.  The graph’s relative flatness indicates variability across respondents, with the

flatter the curve the greater the similarity among respondents.  Moreover, displaying on the same

grid the perceived-actual pay element and its just pay counterpart shows at a glance the relative

magnitudes of the two and contrasts their interrespondent variability.

4.  RESULTS

4.1.  Preliminaries

Appendix Table A.3 provides sample details for the two treatments at the two locales. 

14The Atkinson measure (ATK) and the Theil MLD are exact transformations of each
other:  MLD = -ln(1-ATK) or, equivalently, ATK = 1 - exp(-MLD).
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For example, as shown, in Sweden, in the perception treatment, 13 women and 24 men provided

their sex (out of 42 respondents) and thus form part of the basic analytic sample (Panel A).  Of

these, 11 women and 21 men rated all 40 vignettes (Panel B).  These full-40 respondents

consisted of 4 women and 14 men who were given Deck 1 and 7 women and 7 men who were

given Deck 2 (Panel C).

In the justice treatment, as sometimes happens, one male respondent in the justice

treatment in Sweden judged all 40 fictitious CEOs to be perfectly fairly paid and was eliminated

from the basic analytic sample.15  Also in the justice treatment, estimation of the justice evaluation

equation yields an estimate of theta (in equations (2), (5), and (8)), whose sign indicates whether

the respondent regards the reward as a good or as a bad.  Three respondents had a negative theta

(one female and one male in Sweden and one male in the United States), and were eliminated

from the basic analytic sample.16

Finally, most of the analyses are carried out within sex-specific samples, excluding

respondents who did not report their sex.  There were not enough cases for a U.S. women’s

sample.  Accordingly, in the perception treatment there are 13 Swedish women, 24 Swedish men,

and 29 U.S. men, while in the justice treatment there are 15 Swedish women, 26 Swedish men,

and 29 U.S. men.

4.2.  Perceived-Actual and Just Pay Matrices

The pay matrices are the basic building blocks for analysis of perceived-actual CEO pay

15In some of these cases, respondents write something like, “Whatever they get on the
market is fair” or, echoing Homans (1967:67, 1974:250, 1976:244) and others, “whatever is, is
fair.”  The presence of these respondents is always reported, but they are usually eliminated from
further analysis, given that the justice evaluation equation cannot be estimated with a constant
dependent variable.  On the other hand, they are sometimes included in estimates of the just
reward distribution.

16Evidence of “contrarians” who regard earnings as a bad or time in prison as a good, has
been found since the earliest justice studies (typically in very low numbers) – exemplifying the
classic idea that one person’s meat is another’s poison.  Deleting contrarians removes one source
of variability, producing more conservative estimates of interrespondent variability.
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and just CEO pay, providing the first glimpse of the data (before deleting respondents who did

not provide their sex or will subsequently be seen to have rated all the CEOs fairly paid or to

regard money as a bad).  Tables 3 and 4 each present a fragment of these matrices, Table 3 for the

perception treatment and Table 4 for the justice treatment, both for the initial sample in Sweden. 

Perceived-actual pay amounts are taken directly from the data (as per the rating task shown in

Appendix Table A.1).  Just pay amounts are estimated via equation (3) in Section 2.2, calculated

as described in Section 3.2, using the hypothetical random pay A in each vignette, the respondent-

specific/CEO-specific justice evaluation J (obtained as per the rating task in Appendix Table A.2),

and the estimate of the signature constant theta (obtained from equation (8), which regresses J on

both ln(A) and all the determinants of ln(C) and is known as the Protocol B equation). 

– Tables 3 and 4 about here –

Each Table reports, for all respondents, the pay for ten of the forty fictitious CEOs.  The

ten CEOs are the same across the two Tables.  Within Table, CEOs in the top half and in the

bottom half are identical except for gender; those in the top half are women, while those in the

bottom half are men.  Thus, for example, CEO #1 was rated in both the perception treatment and

the justice treatment, and in each treatment, two random subsets of respondents saw a female

version and a male version of CEO #1, respectively.  The full matrices provide the first hint about

variability across respondents in the two treatments, about contrasts across the two treatments,

and about attentiveness to gender.  Of course, these are only initial indications.  Below, the full

information will be reported in tables and a subset graphically.17

4.3.  Perceived-Actual and Just CEO Pay Functions

We begin by estimating the respondent-specific perceived-actual and just pay equations.

As described in Section 3.3, we regressed the natural logarithm of perceived-actual and just CEO

compensation on the CEO and firm characteristics, specifying three models, the fully restricted

17The respondent who rated all CEOs fairly paid in the justice treatment is Respondent
#46.  Notice that all the just pay amounts are round numbers from the list in Table 2 of
compensation amounts that were randomly attached to the vignettes.
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Model 1 (in which all respondents have the same intercept and slopes), Model 2 (in which

respondents retain the same slopes but have unique intercepts), and Model 3 (in which each

respondent has a unique intercept and unique slopes).  Next we carried out the homogeneity tests

described in Section 3.3, separately within treatment and within each of the three samples.

Recall from Sections 3.2 and 3.3 that the estimate of just pay depends on the Protocol B

equation (8) in which the justice evaluation is regressed on the CEO personal and firm

characteristics together with the log of the hypothetical randomly-attached actual pay and that the

parameter estimates in the just pay equation can also be retrieved from the estimates of the justice

evaluation equation (footnote 11).  Accordingly, the goodness of fit of the perceived-actual pay

equation can be contrasted with the goodness of fit of both the just pay equation (denoted the C

equation) and the Protocol B justice evaluation equation (denoted the J equation). 

Figure 2 provides three of the possible visualizations of the R-squareds.  The bar charts in

the top row depict the magnitudes of R-squared for the three Models – Model 1, Model 2, and

Model 3, going from left to right – separately for the perceived-actual pay equation and the just

pay equation and for each of the three samples.18  In both treatments and in all three samples, the

R-squared increases in the models from left to right.  However, the patterns differ by treatment. 

The fully restricted Model 1 hints of a larger R-squared in the justice treatment than in the

perception treatment, suggesting albeit faintly the beginnings of a “justice culture” or a Rawlsian

public conception of justice with greater interrespondent agreement than in respondents’ views of

actual CEO pay.  Meanwhile, the R-squareds for Model 2 are almost as large as those for Model

3 in the perception treatment (.948 vs .976, .900 vs .951, and .863 vs .946 among the Swedish

women, Swedish men, and U.S. men, respectively), but substantially smaller in the justice

treatment (.243 vs .553, .319 vs .572, and .209 vs .589 among the Swedish women, Swedish men,

18In Figures 2 (second and third rows), 3, 4, and 5, estimates for Swedish women appear
in the leftmost column, followed by those for Swedish men in the middle column and those for
U.S. men in the rightmost column.  This lineup makes it visually easy to contrast (1) Swedish
women and men and (2) Swedish and U.S. men.
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and U.S. men, respectively), indicating that the intercepts are a relatively greater source of

interrespondent variability in the perception treatment than in the justice treatment and thus

suggesting that MBA students differ more in the perceived base amount of actual CEO pay,

before it is modified by CEO and firm characteristics, than in what they think is the just base

amount.

– Figure 2 about here –

The GLS-based homogeneity tests, correcting for unequal variances and finite sample and

carried out in the perceived-actual pay, just pay, and justice evaluation equations in both the basic

analytic samples and the full-40 samples, reject homogeneity at very high levels of statistical

significance (beyond .0001), indicating that the respondent-specific estimates of Model 3 are

superior to the estimates from the restricted Models 1 and 2.  Accordingly, the bottom two rows

of Figure 2 visualize the R-squareds for the three sets of respondent-specific equations, with the

figures for the perceived-actual pay equation contrasted with those for the just pay equation in the

second row and with those for the justice evaluation equation in the third row.  In all three

samples, the R-squareds are larger for the perceived-actual pay equation than for the just pay

equation (second row), reflecting, in part, the larger error variance in the just pay equation, whose

dependent variable is estimated rather than measured.  Similarly, as evident from the middle and

bottom rows, the R-squareds for the J equation, whose dependent variable is measured, are larger

than those for the C equation.  Finally, as shown in the bottom row, the R-squareds for the J

equation are larger than those for the A equation among Swedish men, while the two are closer

together and partly intersect among the Swedish women and the U.S. men.  Finally, note that

overall the respondent-specific R-squareds are quite high, indicating that although the MBA

students may disagree with each other on the importance of specific CEO and firm characteristics,

they have coherent and orderly views concerning the effects of CEO and firm characteristics on
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both perceived-actual and just CEO pay.19

Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 report, separately for each of the three samples, estimates of the

perceived-actual and just pay equations (Panel A), highlighting two models, Model 2, or the

fixed-effects model, with different intercepts for each respondent but common slopes, and the

Model 3 respondent-specific equations.  The figures in the Model 2 columns are the coefficients

associated with each of the CEO personal and firm characteristics, while the two Model 3

columns report, respectively, the mean and median of the respondent-specific coefficients for each

characteristic.  As discussed earlier, in the justice case, the obtained estimates, or transformations

thereof, constitute estimates of the respondent-specific principles of microjustice.

– Tables 5.1-5.3 about here --

The estimates for rate of return to schooling are shown in the Tables (in both Panels A and

B) and also in Figure 3 (middle row).  The distributions of estimated returns to schooling are

largely flat for perceived-actual pay, indicating interrespondent agreement on external reality,

except for some large estimates in the U.S. sample (Figure 3).  In contrast, their counterparts for

just pay rise steeply, indicating large interrespondent disagreement on the just returns to

schooling.  Finally, Figure 3 shows that a majority of the just returns exceed the perceived-actual

returns, except among Swedish women, consistent with the numerical estimates in the Tables.

– Figure 3 about here --

The estimates for the gender multiplier again show greater variability for just pay than for

perceived-actual pay.  Interestingly, respondent gender plays a part.  Among Swedish women, the

just gender multiplier is unambiguously larger among a majority than the perceived-actual gender

multiplier (Figure 3, top row), consistent with the larger mean and median in the respondent-

specific estimates (Tables 5.1-5.3); and the women’s mean and median are larger than one. 

19The graphs in Figures 2-5, as well as the estimates in Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, are based
on the basic analytic samples (Appendix Table A.3, Panel A).  In this section, only the
homogeneity tests are based on both the basic analytic samples and the full-40 samples (Appendix
Table A.3, Panel B).
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Among both the Swedish and U.S. men, however, not only is a majority of the just gender

multipliers lower than a majority of the perceived-actual multipliers but also the median just

gender multiplier is less than one, indeed less than .9.

With respect to the effect of firm capitalization on CEO pay (Tables 5.1-5.3 and Figure 3,

bottom row), the median is larger by far for just CEO pay than for perceived-actual pay (.136

versus .0211, .273 versus .127, and .208 versus .131 among Swedish women, Swedish men, and

U.S. men, respectively).  The median just returns, and thus the estimated elasticity of just CEO

pay with respect to firm capitalization, is in the range .14-.27, consistent with Rosen’s (1992)

estimated actual range of .20-.30.  Respondent gender again plays a part, with the men’s estimates

of .21 and .27 more firmly in Rosen’s range.  Moreover, respondent country also plays a part. 

While the two Swedish sets have somewhat similar graphs – a bit flatter and with smaller effect

magnitudes for perceived-actual pay than for just pay – among U.S. men the perceived-actual and

just distributions are in a tight embrace through the entirety of the range. 

The parabolas representing the effect of CEO age and experience are concave downwards

in a majority of each sample and treatment (in the perception treatment, 61.5% and 76.9%, 83.3%

and 87.5%, and 69% and 79.3% among the Swedish women, Swedish men, and U.S. men,

respectively; in the justice treatment, 66.7% and 73.3%, 80.8% and 65.4%, and 72.4% and 58.6%

among the Swedish women, Swedish men, and U.S. men, respectively), as visualized in the top

row of Figure 4.  For these subsets, Figure 4 depicts the respondent-specific distributions of the

CEO age (second row) and experience (third row) at which perceived-actual and just pay peak. 

As shown, among the MBA students, starting perceived-actual pay in the CEO’s first year peaks

at a median age of 54-58 years and a median experience of 9-11 years, while just pay in the

CEO’s first year peaks at a median age of 49-52 years and a median experience of 8-10 years. 

These figures suggest that the young MBA students may be wishing for a peak CEO pay at 5-6

years younger than they perceive at present and with one year less experience.

– Figure 4 about here –

4.4.  Perceived-Actual and Just CEO Pay Distributions
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Tables 5.1-5.3 (Panel C) report three features of the estimated distributions – median CEO

pay and two measures of inequality, the Atkinson measure (defined as one minus the ratio of the

geometric mean to the arithmetic mean) and the Gini coefficient – and for visualization Figure 5

provides graphs of their quantile functions.20

– Figure 5 about here –

Median CEO pay provides an interesting case.  As shown (Figure 5, top row), all six

distributions are rather flat and very similar for about the bottom two-thirds to three-quarters of

the range, thereafter diverging and climbing steeply.  The medians in the two Swedish samples are

larger for just pay than for perceived-actual pay, but the opposite holds for the U.S. sample.

As for the two inequality measures, the results are vivid (Figure 5, middle and bottom

rows).  There is no overlap or crossover between the estimates for perceived-actual pay and the

estimates for just pay.  The just inequality is unambiguously substantially larger than the

perceived-actual inequality.  In the Swedish samples, the perceived-actual inequality distributions

are somewhat flatter than the just inequality distributions, indicating greater interrespondent

agreement about what they see than about what they think is just.  In the U.S. sample, however,

the perceived-actual inequality distribution curves and the just inequality distribution curves

appear almost parallel to each other for the top 90 percent of their range, in both the Atkinson and

Gini measures.  Overall, the main story pertains to the large gulf between perceived-actual

inequality and just inequality.  The young MBAs may be wishing for greater inequality than

perceived at present, perhaps expecting to themselves be at the top end of the CEO compensation

distribution.

To more formally assess interrespondent variability in the perceived-actual and just pay

20We also calculated the two Theil measures but selected the Gini and Atkinson measures
to report and display in part because they are defined on the unit interval and in part because they
exemplify, as noted above, links to the difference and ratio approaches to relative deprivation and
the justice evaluation, respectively (Bossert and D’Ambrosio 2020, Cowell 2011; Jasso 1982;
Yitzhaki 1979).  Further, as noted above, the Atkinson measure (ATK) and the Theil mean
logarithmic deviation (MLD) are exact transformations of each other, consistent with Cowell
(2011).
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distributions, we carried out the Kruskal-Wallis test for equality of distributions (Section 3.3). 

Within each treatment and sample, we tested not only in the basic analytic samples (Appendix

Table A.3, panel A) and the full-40 samples (Appendix Table A.3, panel B) but also within Deck

1 and Deck 2 (Appendix Table A.3, panel C), given that the two Decks each includes different

fictitious CEOs and thus may be regarded as different “worlds”.  All of the tests dictate rejection

of the null hypothesis that the distributions are drawn from the same underlying population, doing

so at levels of significance of .0001.  We conclude that with respect to the overall CEO pay

distributions the MBA students disagree with each other both on what they perceive as reality and

what they judge as just.

5.  SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Surging inequality of income and wealth in many countries around the world is tied to

unprecedented increases of income and wealth at the top and these in turn are driven, at least in

part, by increases in executive compensation.  Wealth, inequality, and executive compensation

awaken justice concerns, and thus the questions arise: Where do ideas about just CEO

compensation come from?  Are they based on perceptions about actual CEO compensation?

This paper reported the results of a factorial survey experiment to analyze the links between

perceptions of actual CEO compensation and ideas of just CEO compensation among MBA

students in Sweden and the United States.  The MBA students were randomly assigned to an

actual pay treatment or a just pay treatment, with each student assessing 40 fictitious CEOs richly

described in terms of personal and firm characteristics.  The paper provided estimates of three

main aspects of perceptions of reality and ideas of justice: (1) respondent-by-CEO matrices of

perceived-actual and just CEO pay; (2) respondent-specific perceived-actual and just CEO pay

equations, with respondent-specific estimated returns to CEO personal and firm characteristics;

and (3) respondent-specific perceived-actual and just CEO pay distributions, with respondent-

specific estimated parameters such as median and inequality.

In broad brush, we found greater interrespondent variability for the just pay equations and
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distributions than for their perceived-actual counterparts, consistent with classical reasonings, and

similarities across the two research locales, consistent with notions of an international global

common culture.  However, there are interesting departures from the main results, including

similar interrespondent variability for the perceived-actual and just estimates of the return to firm

capitalization among U.S. men.  Moreover, respondent gender matters for estimates of the gender

multiplier, with the respondent-specific median just gender multiplier larger than the perceived-

actual gender multiplier and greater than one among Swedish women but, among both Swedish

and U.S. men, smaller than the perceived-actual gender multiplier and less than .9.  As well, there

are hints of personal tension among the young MBA students, as they see as just a peak CEO pay

at 5-6 years younger than they perceive at present and with one year less experience and, further,

see as just greater inequality in CEO pay than perceived at present, perhaps expecting to

themselves be at the top end of the CEO compensation distribution.

Further research would be useful in several directions.  First, the basic design could

usefully be fielded in multiple countries, and to that end the vignette sample as well as full

population will be publicly available.  Second, within country, it would be useful to field similar

studies in the general population and also among other relevant actors besides MBA students. 

Third, the basic design could be augmented by adding two further justice treatments, using two

additional designs for estimating just rewards in factorial surveys, the direct design and the

multiple-reward indirect design.  Such studies would shed light on basic questions about

inequality and redistribution and the tension between the own good and the common good.

Finally, the paper lays the groundwork for future longitudinal study of the classical rival

conjectures that reality (or perceived reality) drives ideas of justice and that, conversely, ideas of

justice drive reality (or perceived reality).
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Table 1.  Is and Ought Traditions 
 

Is Ought 

A. General 

to know the causes of things to judge the goodness of things 
objective subjective 

descriptive prescriptive 
positive normative 

positive beliefs normative judgments 

B. Justice Research 

actual reward just reward 
actual reward matrix just reward matrix 

actual reward function just reward function 
a) determinants of actual reward A and 

their weights 
b) including allocation rules 

a) determinants of just reward C and 
their weights 

b) principles of microjustice 
actual reward distribution just reward distribution 

a) distributional parameters 
b) including allocation rules 

a) distributional parameters 
b) principles of macrojustice 

  
Notes:  The actual reward matrix and the just reward matrix are each defined for respondent by 
rewardee.  In justice research, there are three types of actual rewards, depending on the 
research question and the research design:  (1) actual rewards in the real world (such as the 
ones that respondents are asked to approximate in the perceptions treatment in the present 
study); (2) actual rewards set by the researcher (such as the ones in the justice treatment in the 
present study); and (3) actual rewards set by allocators, whose behavior is under study. 

  
 
 
 



Table 2.  Characteristics of the Fictitious CEOs Described in the Vignettes 
 
 

A.  Personal and Firm Characteristics 
 
1.  Age 
 
Eleven levels, in increments of five years, from 20 to 70 years. 
  
2.  Sex 
 
 (1) Male 
 (2) Female 
 
3.  Years of Schooling Completed 
 
Fifteen levels, in increments of one year, from completion of sixth grade to a doctoral degree. 
 
4.  Years as CEO 
 
Sixteen levels, in increments of one year, from 0 to 15 years. 
 
5.  Firm Headquarters 
 
(1) United States 
(2) Europe 
(3) Asia 
 
6.  Industry of Firm 
 
(1) Manufacturing 
(2) Finance and insurance 
(3) Information 
(4) Wholesale trade 
 
7.  Size of Firm B Capitalization 
 
Twenty-seven levels, from $50 million to $600 billion. 
[50m, 75m, 100m, 125m, 150m, 175m, 200m, 250m, 500m, 600m, 700m, 800m, 900m, 
1b, 5b, 10b, 15b, 20b, 25b, 50b, 75b, 100b, 200b, 300b, 400b, 500b, 600b] 
 

B. Hypothetical CEO Compensation for the Justice Treatment 
 
8.  CEO Total Compensation (salary, signing bonus, value of restricted stock, savings and 
thrift plans, and other benefits, but excluding options) 
 
Twenty-seven levels, from $50 thousand to $600 million. 
[50t, 75t, 100t, 125t, 150t, 175t, 200t, 250t, 500t, 600t, 700t, 800t, 900t, 
1m, 5m, 10m, 15m, 20m, 25m, 50m, 75m, 100m, 200m, 300m, 400m, 500m, 600m] 
 
 
Notes:  The population of fictitious CEOs (called "vignettes") consists of all the logically 
possible combinations of characteristics.  Logically impossible combinations are deleted.  These 
are defined as meeting one of the following conditions: (i) age minus schooling LT 5; (ii) age 
minus years as CEO LT 16; and, in the justice treatment, (iii) capitalization/compensation LT 10. 
 Random samples are drawn from the adjusted population for presentation to respondents. 



Table 3.  Fragment of Estimated Perceived-Actual CEO Pay Matrix:  Perceived-Actual
    CEO Pay (in Thousands of 2001$), as Judged by MBA Students, Sweden 2001

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Resp   |                      CEO ID, Deck 1 (from deck 1a)                         
     
    ID    |     1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9     10
----------+---------------------------------------------------------------------
        1 |   100    500    250    150    100    250    100    550    250    250
        3 |   250    500    200    200    100    500    200   1200    800    300
        5 |    48     50     55     48     45     53     60     55     53     62
        7 |    60     90     90     90     60     90     90    100     80    100
        9 | 20000   9000  14000   8000   6000   7000  12000   7000  10000   8000
       11 |    55    100     85     80     55     90     80    100     90     85
       13 |    60    150     75    120    100    400    100    380    250    200
       15 | 10000   1000  13000   2000   1500   3000   5000  20000   8000   4000
       17 |  2000   1000   4000   3000   1000   4000   1000  10000   2000   2000
       19 |  6000   1000   6000  15000  10000  20000   8000  15000  15000   3000
       21 |  2000  22000  20000  10000   3000  17000  15000  20000  18000  10000
       23 |   120    300    250    100     70    150    120    250    180    120
       25 | 20000  25000  15000   7000   2000   7000   7000  20000  20000  10000
       27 |  2000   1000   1500   2000   2000   4000   2000   4500    200   2000
       29 |  1200   3000   1800    800    500   1000   1500   2500    800   1000
       30 |   250    400    400    300    180    390    400    420    180    380
       32 |   250    200    150    250     70    200    180    300    220     80
       34 |  3000  80000   6000   4000    500  13000   8000  20000  30000   7000
       35 |    35    100    100     50     30    120     75     85     70     75
       36 |    50     80     90     70     20    100     70    120    120    100
       37 |  4000   8000   4000   1000   1000   1000   1000   7000   7000   2000
       38 |    50    250    900    400    300    700    500   1000    200    400

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    Resp  |                      CEO ID, Deck 2 (from deck 1b)                         

     ID   |     1      2      3      4      5      6      7      8      9     10
----------+---------------------------------------------------------------------
        2 |   300    150   4000   2000   1000   3000   1000   8000   3000    250
        4 |   200    600    470    200    150    380    280    450    300    300
        6 |   100    350    250    200    100    300    100    350    100    100
        8 |   120     90    130    100     90    100    100    100     90    100
       10 |   200    300    250    225    160    250    275    300           250
       12 |  1200   2500   1000   7500    200    500    500   1000    500    500
       14 |   230    600    400    290     60    400    400    550    500    350
       16 |   300    500    400    400    400    500    400   1200    300    400
       18 |    22     90     40     60     55     95     55     90     40     45
       20 |   150    200     75    100    100    400    300    450    250    125
       22 |   500   1400    600    500    300   1100    700   1800   1000    600
       24 |  1000    250   1500    700    800   1700    900   1900   1800    900
       26 |  1000   2000    700    800    700   1000   1000   2000   7000    300
       28 |   100    180    180    100     85    180    180    180    150    180
       31 |  2000   5000   4000   2500   1000   5000   4000   7000   2500   3000
       33 |    80    120    120    120     80    140    140    200    120    120
       39 |   200    800    650    500    250    700    400   1000    300    500
       40 |   600   1200    900    800    600   1200   1200   1800    800    900
       41 |   250   2500   2000    500    200   2500   2500   2500   2000   1000
       42 |   450   1000    800    450    400    800    850   1000    500    650

Notes:  Each respondent rated two twenty-vignette decks, either deck 1a and deck 2b (called
Deck 1) or deck 1b and deck 2a (called Deck 2).  The ten CEOs shown are from decks 1a and 1b
(see text, Section 3.1.1).  CEOs with the same ID number are identical across these decks except
for sex; the CEOs in deck 1a are women and those in deck 1b are men.



Table 4.  Fragment of Estimated Just CEO Pay Matrix:  Just CEO Pay (in Thousands of 2001$),
    as Judged by MBA Students, Sweden 2001

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
   Resp   |                                       CEO ID, Deck 1 (from deck 1a)                               
    ID    |        1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9        10
----------+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
        1 |     1000  28227186     14719  28227186       175    150272      3008    159871     19984       658
        2 |      758       199      3950        60       210       798       830      5063       633      1107
        5 |       91      6075       206      2326       175      1364       117       600       261       175
        7 |       80      3334         6       116       175       200       345       345      1243       405
        9 |      532      1452       519      2732       406      5810      1219     12356      2353      4118
       11 |     2300        66      2711       349       175       607       800     51532       100       403
       15 |     1000       161        63       123       319       770       800      1456       246       319
       17 |      580      3913     74356       442        59      5262      4104     36300       297     13694
       19 |      433       115       881       266       175       462       800      4263       533       404
       21 |     1000     20415       805      1552       175     81659     58624     24836       557      2302
       23 |      148       107       551       722       175       628       661      7891      9728       256
       25 |     1000     28081       522       101       157      1161       954      1137       202       209
       27 |     6725      2262      3717      2262      1177      9046     11532     11532      4523      3693
       29 |     1000       132      5832      1492      1219       325       303      9049      2985       750
       32 |     1000        75     16665        75       175       300      1200     46181      5773      1330
       34 |     1000      2568         9      2568       570      2125      5733     41083       148       385
       37 |      451       246      1032      1211       455       984      1513      7449       189       331
       39 |     6190       642      1353       642       175      1238       800     14783      3831       175
       40 |        5       301       115        91        53       200       242      1455      3619        53
       41 | 25480968  .0000123      1979       271         1     .0426         5        63        18         6
       42 |      ---       ---      4098       123       275      1220       509      1257       247       432
       43 |        6      1103       144       140        37       200       285       285       100       175

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    Resp  |                                        CEO ID, Deck 2 (from deck 1b)                          
     ID   |         1         2         3         4         5         6         7         8         9        10
----------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
        3 |       259     11042      3303       193        45       771       800      4321       100       344
        4 |        43      3287       134       405       175      2736      6486    149732      1368       841
        6 |        40      2353       531      2353       632      1372       222      5488      2476      1200
        8 |      1014        50     25679        49       175       199       800       793        87       154
       10 |      1207       162     28784      2143      1592      4442    919037      2470 1.588e+12       280
       12 |       238      3730        80     66113      1745      3545       190     14178       100      3101
       13 |       663       589       410       589       175       217       679      4142       228       398
       14 |       149       336       213       130        16        77        18       309       100       175
       16 |       281       178        66        50       148       200       524       800       100       267
       18 |       296     21839      7411        92         8     19109       436      1469       457      3657
       20 |       501      1580     12531      1580        88     25161      1596      1596      3161      1390
       22 |     32921      7358      9212      7358       782      2426       800      5891     14717      1289
       24 |     .0148        50     25000        50       175       200       800       800       100       175
       26 |      6263         8     62566         8        11       501       800     12540      3923      1096
       28 |      .499      3854       109       255        59       344        91       800       100        59
       30 |       344       248      5049      1226       298       200       800      1364      1438       508
       31 |      1000      1387       901        50      4855      5549       800       800        19       922
       33 |         5       682       382       240       175     37210       800    148840      1364       175
       35 |       787       130       693       300       209       364       440      2644      1985       175
       36 |      1000    108243        12       501       377    432971       800   1731885       ---       175
       38 |       439       197       407       449       175      4096       800     49114      1556       303
       44 |        94       535       219       535       175      5516       800     91438      1069      1871
       45 |     .0619        50       518     16746        66       200        17       115       100      1215
       46 |      1000        50     25000        50       175       200       800       800       100       175

Notes:  Each respondent rated two twenty-vignette decks, either deck 1a and deck 2b (called Deck 1) or deck 1b
and deck 2a (called Deck 2).  The ten CEOs shown are from decks 1a and 1b (see text, Section 3.1.1).  CEOs
with the same ID number are identical across these decks except for sex; the CEOs in deck 1a are women and
those in deck 1b are men.



Table 5.1.  Estimated Elements of CEO Pay Functions and CEO Pay Distributions in Perception
       Treatment and Justice Treatment:  Female MBA Students, Sweden 2001

Perceived-Actual CEO Pay Just CEO Pay

Model 2 Model 3 Model 2 Model 3

Fixed
Effects

Respondent-
Specific Fixed

Effects

Respondent-
Specific

Mean Median Mean Median

A.  Determinants of CEO Pay

Gender (1 = female) -.137 -.123 -.0814 .0287 .00374 .154

Age .0245 .0221 .0130 .0836 .0480 .116

Age-squared -.000189 -.000162 -.000114 -.000777 -.000431 -.00134

Years of schooling .0259 .0231 .0271 .0455 .0346 .0148

Years as CEO .0743 .0794 .0629 .298 .288 .311

Years as CEO - squared -.00382 -.00409 -.00329 -.0164 -.0140 -.0153

Firm in Europe -.110 -.120 -.109 -.307 -.414 -.619

Firm in Asia -.0144 -.0292 -.0430 -.262 -.460 -.446

Firm in finance/insurance .108 .115 .0831 .553 .856 .615

Firm in information .0819 .0878 .0373 .484 .641 .632

Firm in wholesale trade -.0463 .0416 .0122 .0629 .287 .00665

Firm capitalization (logged mil.) .0687 .0691 .0211 .202 .216 .136

Constant 4.04 4.10 3.66 .719 1.33 .969

R2, pay equation .948 .713 .740 .243 .523 .565

R2, underlying J equation, Protocol B --- --- --- .276 .718 .777

B.  Micro Elements

Rate of return to schooling .0259 .0231 .0271 .0455 .0346 .0148

Gender multiplier .872 .921 .922 1.03 1.78 1.17

C.  Macro Elements

Median pay (2001K$) --- 1647 350 --- 1291 721

Atkinson inequality --- .0962 .111 --- .748 .731

Gini coefficient --- .226 .235 --- .776 .771

Note:  Estimates based on the basic analytic samples, with size 13 in the perception treatment and 15 in
the justice treatment (Appendix Table A.3, Panel A).



Table 5.2.  Estimated Elements of CEO Pay Functions and CEO Pay Distributions in
       Perception Treatment and Justice Treatment:  Male MBA Students, Sweden 2001

Perceived-Actual CEO Pay Just CEO Pay

Model 2 Model 3 Model 2 Model 3

Fixed
Effects

Respondent-
Specific Fixed

Effects

Respondent-
Specific

Mean Median Mean Median

A.  Determinants of CEO Pay

Gender (1 = female) -.0964 -.0583 -.0834 -.204 -.152 -.202

Age .0407 .0464 .0365 .159 .171 .130

Age-squared -.000353 -.000409 -.000337 -.00155 -.00167 -.00135

Years of schooling .0210 .0224 .0219 .0769 .0812 .0792

Years as CEO .0957 .0957 .0819 .126 .135 .0993

Years as CEO - squared -.00471 -.00496 -.00317 -.00502 -.00535 -.00635

Firm in Europe -.148 -.135 -.120 -.157 -.141 -.157

Firm in Asia -.217 -.193 -.165 -.350 -.363 -.215

Firm in finance/insurance .269 .227 .0906 .0506 .110 .0483

Firm in information .194 .167 .0892 -.0163 -.0212 -.0196

Firm in wholesale trade .144 .111 .0484 -.203 -.182 -.176

Firm capitalization (logged mil.) .143 .141 .127 .214 .205 .273

Constant 3.27 3.16 3.23 -.742 -1.02 .229

R2, pay equation .900 .664 .628 .319 .530 .501

R2, underlying J equation, Protocol B --- --- --- .211 .777 .793

B.  Micro Elements

Rate of return to schooling .0210 .0224 .0219 .0769 .0812 .0792

Gender multiplier .908 .963 .920 .815 1.24 .818

C.  Macro Elements

Median pay (2001K$) --- 2350 700 --- 1113 923

Atkinson inequality --- .167 .187 --- .657 .628

Gini coefficient --- .299 .330 --- .719 .718

Note:  Estimates based on the basic analytic samples, with size 24 in the perception treatment and 26 in
the justice treatment (Appendix Table A.3, Panel A).



Table 5.3.  Estimated Elements of CEO Pay Functions and CEO Pay Distributions in Perception
       Treatment and Justice Treatment:  Male MBA Students, U.S. 2002

Perceived-Actual CEO Pay Just CEO Pay

Model 2 Model 3 Model 2 Model 3

Fixed
Effects

Respondent-
Specific Fixed

Effects

Respondent-Specific

Mean Median Mean Median

A.  Determinants of CEO Pay

Gender (1 = female) -.0356 -.0208 -.0616 -.0406 -.0403 -.141

Age .0371 .0362 .0317 .173 .177 .157

Age-squared -.000312 -.000304 -.000255 -.00169 -.00172 -.00138

Years of schooling .0305 .0302 .00822 .0638 .0576 .0279

Years as CEO .0701 .0699 .0755 .0539 .0566 .0460

Years as CEO - squared -.00353 -.00350 -.00388 -.00286 -.00224 -.00141

Firm in Europe -.159 -.160 -.151 -.0909 -.0954 -.170

Firm in Asia -.103 -.104 -.0815 .0236 -.0463 -.140

Firm in finance/insurance .0361 .0386 .0432 -.137 -.0554 -.157

Firm in information .0607 .0609 .0691 .187 .268 .271

Firm in wholesale trade -.143 -.140 -.116 .170 .270 .0641

Firm capitalization (logged mil.) .256 .256 .131 .199 .210 .208

Constant 3.24 3.24 3.23 -.338 -.600 1.70

R2, pay equation .863 .677 .678 .209 .484 .491

R2, underlying J equation, Protocol B --- --- --- .283 .721 .748

B.  Micro Elements

Rate of return to schooling .0305 .0302 .00822 .0638 .0576 .0279

Gender multiplier .965 1.05 .940 .960 1.51 .868

C.  Macro Elements

Median pay (2002K$) --- 58604 1500 --- 1336 878

Atkinson inequality --- .282 .237 --- .721 .715

Gini coefficient --- .392 .383 --- .758 .730

Note:  Estimates based on the basic analytic samples, with size 29 in the perception treatment and 29 in
the justice treatment (Appendix Table A.3, Panel A).
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Figure 2.  R-Squared in Full-Sample Equations of CEO Pay Functions
and Respondent-Specific Equations of CEO Pay Functions,

for Perceived-Actual Pay (A), Just Pay (C), and Justice Evaluation of Pay (J),
in Three Samples of MBA Students in Sweden (2001) and the United States (2002)



Figure 3.  Respondent-Specific Estimates of Parameters of CEO Pay Functions,
for Perceived-Actual Pay (A) and Just Pay (C),

in Three Samples of MBA Students in Sweden (2001) and the United States (2002)



Figure 4.  Respondent-Specific Estimates of CEO Age and Experience Effects
on Perceived-Actual Pay (A) and Just Pay (C),

in Three Samples of MBA Students in Sweden (2001) and the United States (2002)



Figure 5.  Respondent-Specific Estimates of Median and Inequality
of Perceived-Actual Pay Distribution (A) and Just Pay Distribution (C),

in Three Samples of MBA Students in Sweden (2001) and the United States (2002)



Appendix Table A.1.  Introductory Page and Sample Vignette -- Perceptions Treatment

A.  Introductory Page

Survey of Perceptions of CEO Compensation

To the Respondent:

Chief executive officers (CEOs) and their firms differ in a lot of ways. 
We have made up descriptions of different kinds of CEOs and firms.  The firms'
market value is expressed in U.S. dollars (note that a billion corresponds to what
in Europe is called a milliard).  All the CEOs are newly hired at the firms.  Some
have been a CEO before at other firms.  We would like to know what you think is
that CEO’s total compensation for the first year.  This total compensation amount
includes salary, signing bonus (if any), value of restricted stock, savings and thrift
plans, and other benefits, but excludes stock options.  The total compensation
amount is expressed in U.S. dollars.

When you read each description of a CEO, please write the dollar amount
which best represents what you think is that CEO’s total compensation for the
first year.

You may read the descriptions in any order.

You may change any of the amounts.

Your responses are completely confidential.

Thank you very much for your participation.

B.  Example of Fictitious CEO Vignette

The CEO is 45 years old,
a woman who completed 20 years of school,
receiving a doctoral diploma. 
She was a CEO elsewhere for 11 years.
The firm, headquartered in the United States,
is in the manufacturing sector.
The firm has a market value of $ 50 billion.

Total Compensation ________



Appendix Table A.2.  Introductory Page and Sample Vignette – Justice Treatment

A.  Introductory Page

Survey of Judgments on the Justice of CEO Compensation

To the Respondent:

Chief executive officers (CEOs) and their firms differ in a lot of ways.  We have made up
descriptions of different kinds of CEOs and firms.  The firms' market value is expressed in U.S.
dollars (note that a billion corresponds to what in Europe is called a milliard).  All the CEOs are
newly hired at the firms.  Some have been a CEO before at other firms.  Each CEO has been
randomly assigned a hypothetical total compensation for the first year.  This total compensation
amount includes salary, signing bonus (if any), value of restricted stock, savings and thrift plans,
and other benefits, but excludes stock options. The total compensation amount is expressed in
U.S. dollars.  We would like to know what you think about whether each CEO is fairly or
unfairly paid, and, if you think that a CEO is unfairly paid, whether you think the CEO is paid
too much or too little.

We would like you to use numbers to represent your judgments.  Let zero represent the
point of perfect justice.  Let negative numbers represent degrees of underreward, and positive
numbers represent degrees of overreward.  The greater the degree of underpayment, the larger
the absolute value of the negative number you choose (for example, if two CEOs receive ratings
of   -68 and -23, the CEO receiving the -68 is viewed as more underpaid than the CEO receiving
the  -23).  Similarly, the greater the degree of overpayment, the larger the positive number (for
example, a CEO receiving a rating of +200 is viewed as more overpaid than a CEO receiving a
rating of +75).  In other words, mild degrees of underreward and of overreward are represented
by numbers relatively close to zero; larger degrees of underreward and of overreward are
represented by numbers farther away from zero.

The justice evaluation scale may be visualized as follows:

Underreward 0     Overreward

When you read each description of a CEO, please write the number that best matches
your judgment about the fairness or unfairness of that CEO's compensation.  There is no limit to
the range of numbers that you may use.  For example, some respondents like to map their
personal scale to the numbers from -100 to +100; others prefer to use smaller regions, and still
others, larger regions.  Of course, you may choose any real number (for example, decimals and
fractions as well as whole numbers) to represent a judgment.

You may read the descriptions in any order.

You may change any of your ratings.

Your responses are completely confidential.

Thank you very much for your participation.



B.  Example of Fictitious CEO Vignette

The CEO is 45 years old,
a woman who completed 20 years of school,
receiving a doctoral diploma. 
She was a CEO elsewhere for 11 years.
The firm, headquartered in the United States,
is in the manufacturing sector.
The firm has a market value of $ 50 billion.
The proposed total compensation for the CEO is $ 15 million.

Your Rating  ________

Note: This design for eliciting ideas of justice uses the one-reward-per-rewardee indirect design.



Appendix Table A.3.  Estimation Subsamples:  Three MBA Samples in Sweden (2001) and the U.S. (2002) 
 

Characteristic 

Samples and Treatments 
Sweden 2001, Women Sweden 2001, Men U.S. 2002, Men 

Treatment Treatment Treatment 
Perception of 

Actual CEO Pay 
Idea of 

Just CEO Pay 
Perception of 

Actual CEO Pay 
Idea of 

Just CEO Pay 
Perception of 

Actual CEO Pay 
Idea of 

Just CEO Pay 
A.  Basic Analytic Sample -- Respondents Who Provided Their Sex and Numerical Responses/Ratings for 30+ Vignettes, and Who, in 

the Justice Treatment, Rated the Fairness of CEO Pay and Were Estimated to Regard Pay as a Good 
Number of respondents 
 13 15 24 26 29 29 

Number of respondent-
CEO combinations 520 600 960 1040 1160 1160 

Number of responses/ 
ratings 503 595 957 1039 1152 1138 

B.   Full-40 Sample -- Respondents in the Basic Analytic Sample (Panel A) Who Provided Responses/Ratings for All 40 Vignettes 
Number of respondents 
 11 12 21 25 27 24 

Number of respondent-
CEO combinations 440 480 840 1000 1080 960 

Number of responses/ 
ratings 440 480 840 1080 1080 960 

C.  Samples by Deck, for Full-40 Samples 
Deck 1 – Number of 
respondents 4 5 14 14 13 13 

Deck 1 – Number of 
responses/ratings 160 200 560 560 520 520 

Deck 2 – Number of 
respondents 7 7 7 11 14 11 

Deck 2 – Number of 
responses/ratings 280 280 280 440 560 440 

 
Notes:  This table excludes respondents who did not provide their sex:  (1) 5 in the Swedish perceptions treatment; (2) 2 in the Swedish 
justice treatment; and (3) 2 in the U.S. perceptions treatment.  One male in the Swedish justice treatment rated all the fictitious CEOs 
perfectly justly paid and one male in the U.S. justice treatment rated only 5 vignettes; both were dropped from the basic analytic sample. 
 



Appendix Figure A.1.  Figure 1-1 from Campbell, Converse, and Rodgers (1976)

Source:  Campbell, Converse, and Rodgers (1976:13)




